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Abstract. Large Web search engines are constructed as a collection of services
that are deployed on dedicated clusters of distributed-memory processors. In par-
ticular, efficient query throughput heavily relies on using result cache services
devoted to maintaining the answers to most frequent queries. Load balancing
and fault tolerance are critical to this service. A previous paper [7] described
the design of a result cache service based on consistent hashing and a strategy
for enabling fault tolerance. This paper goes further into implementation details
and experiments related to the basic scheme to support fault-tolerance which is
critical for overall performance. To this end, we evaluate the performance of the
RADIC scheme [14] for fault-tolerance under demanding scenarios imposed in
the caching service.

1 Introduction

Data centers for large Web search engines (WSEs) contain thousands of processors
arranged in high-communicating groups called services. Usually each service is devoted
to a single specialized operation related to the processing of user queries. Typically a
WSE is composed by three relevant services: Front-End/Broker Service (FS), Caching
Service (CS) and Index Service (IS). The FS receives queries and handles query routing;
the CS keeps results for frequent queries; and the IS uses an inverted index to calculate
top K results when the query results are not in the CS. The CS plays a key role in
enabling high query throughput [1] as the cost of searching a query in the CS and
returning the answer stored in the respective cache entry, is by far less costly in running
time than computing the query answer from the IS.

The traffic generated by WSE users is not uniform neither constant, it is variable,
unpredictable and follows Zipfian distributions [3]. It means that users always gener-
ate new queries and a few very popular queries can have a huge impact in performance
degradation since they can cause imbalance. In addition, failing nodes can affect perfor-
mance as it is necessary to distribute the load assigned to them on the remaining nodes.
The service that is most exposed to imbalance situations is the CS. This is because it
splits queries into disjoint sets using hash functions so that each query is allocated to
only one partition. Therefore, bursty queries can overload partitions.
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The literature related to caching is extensive, but it lacks of efficient solutions for
the problem relevant to this paper. A noticeable exception is the Amazon Dynamo [4]
system. Almost all of previous work propose eviction algorithms, admission policies
and query invalidation strategies to improve the performance of individual cache nodes
[1,11,6]. We aim at a distributed system suitable for clusters of processors. Peer-to-
Peer (P2P) systems using consistent hashing [8] -like Chord [15]- assume uniform key
distribution, which tends to favour static assignments of keys to nodes. It is important
to bear in mind that our application domain is radically different from load balancing
P2P systems [16], which means that not all solutions from this domain are applicable
to our setting. In our case, queries must be solved in a few tens of milliseconds and
thereby there is no room for approaches based on data movement across processors
[12], extra messages to locate processors [15], or the like. A fairly similar idea, though
fully distributed, is proposed for P2P systems in [2]. This work does not balance the
load caused by stored items or their popularity. They indirectly try to do this by making
similar the range of keys that each node is responsible for. We do the opposite by using
ranges of variable length as a function of node popularity. Our proposal is intended to
form part of dedicated search services where homogeneous processors are not shared by
other applications and no virtualization technology is used for load balancing because
of its overheads.

We propose a dynamic load balancing algorithm upon consistent hashing in order to
cope with imbalance in CS nodes. The balancing process is reactive in the sense that
it is triggered when imbalance is detected. We also propose to mitigate the effects of
node failures by using a protection system for frequent queries. For this purpose we
use the RADIC approach [14]. Here, a cache pi selects a set of pairs <query, answer>
according to a criteria, and then these queries are sent to a secondary cache pj . In case
of failure of cache pi, all of its requests are redirected to pj (the protector of pi). The
protection of selected cache entries is a proactive action.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the system
architecture. Section 3 presents our proposal. Section 4 presents experimental results
using simulation, and Section 5 presents results of our RADIC implementation. Finally,
Section 6 presents conclusions.

2 System Architecture

The Front-End Service (FS) comprises several replicated nodes. Each FS node receives
and routes user queries, and sends back the top K results to users. After a query arrives
to a FS node bi, it asks the Caching Service (CS) to determine whether the query result
has been previously stored there. A baseline CS cluster architecture is formed by an
array of Pc × Dc processors (or CS nodes). A scheduling method in FS carries out the
distribution of queries onto the Pc partitions. When a partition pi has been selected, one
of its Dc replicas is chosen at random to search for the query. If the query is cached, the
CS node sends the query answer to bi. Afterwards bi sends the results to the user. If the
query is not found in cache, the CS node sends a hit-miss message to bi. At this point,
bi sends the query to the Index Service (IS).

For the IS, the standard cluster architecture is an array of Pi × Di processors or
index search nodes, where Pi indicates the level of text collection partitioning and Di
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Fig. 1. (a) Consistent hashing assignment; (b) Our proposal for load balancing

the level of text collection replication. The use of this 2D array is as follows: each
query is sent to all of the Pi partitions and, in parallel, a random replica in each partition
determines the local top K query results. These results are then collected together by the
FS to determine the global top K results for the query. Each index search node contains
an inverted file which is a data structure used to efficiently map from query terms to
relevant documents.

The FS and IS do not experience significant imbalance. Newly arriving queries are
evenly distributed on the FS nodes. When a query is solved in the IS, all partitions work
in parallel to produce the local top K results in each partition, so a query generates
almost the same load in all IS partitions. Neither of these two services face serious risks
of imbalance. Given the access pattern to CS partitions and the bias of user queries, the
probability of significant imbalance is high in this service as we show below.

The only service in which data (inverted index and text) must be distributed before
the operation is the IS. The CS populates its distributed memory with query results
on-the-fly, and the FS only handles small data related to current query routing.

3 Caching Service

All memory space of CS nodes is divided into blocks (typically 4KB), and each block
stores query terms and their associated top K results (HTML page). Each CS node
follows an eviction policy when it is full.

The distribution of items is implemented with consistent hashing [9], which parti-
tions the query space into P independent subsets (each subset can be seen as a non-
overlapping arc in a ring (see Figure 1(a)). The idea is that each partition handles all
queries (each query is assigned to one point in the ring by means of hashing) that inter-
sect its arc. Figure 1(a) illustrates an assignment following an equidistant distribution
of points (please ignore for now the small white ovals), and the assignment indicates
that partition P1 serves queries q1 and q2.

The decision of how many partitions depends on the hit ratio we want to reach and the
global set of queries (namely, the number of distincts queries in skewed distributions).
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The more diverse the query space, the more partitions are needed because each node
holding a partition has limited capacity. But dimensioning the number of partitions is
not the only decision, also it is necessary to consider the volume of queries per unit of
time that one node can accept. To cope with this later issue, replication is introduced as
a form to spread the load of a particular partition; also it helps to provide fault-tolerance.
This translates into D replicas for each partition. The underlying idea is to select one of
the P partitions via consistent hashing, and then select one of its D replicas at random.

To reach a consistent state (all replicas of one partition), we can use an optimistic
protocol [13] in each partition where replicas are guaranteed to converge after a period
of time. We choose this kind of protocol instead of a protocol that provides strong
consistency, because this later solution can saturate the network.

The first baseline approach we study, called Baseline DAC (Amazon Dynamo and
Chord), can be seen as a matrix of P × D nodes. The location process works as fol-
lows: consistent hashing to select a partition, then we select one random replica. Each
partition runs an optimistic consistency protocol.

The previous strategy has a configuration that can be prone to variations in the user
query traffic (for example, bursty queries) and nodes failures. To control the load im-
balance produced by Baseline DAC, we can use a Greedy algorithm to move replicas
between partitions. The key idea is to measure the utilization at partition level each
Δ units of time, and then we decide whether one partition needs more replicas taking
into consideration the output of the Greedy algorithm. We call this strategy Baseline
DR (Dynamic Reallocation). The location process is the same as Baseline DAC. Also
each partition runs an optimistic protocol. We use these two strategies as a basis for
comparison. More details can be found in [7].

Having fixed points in the CHR1 is not a good policy. Our solution consists in using
the same P×D matrix and a CHR at partition level (i.e., P partitions/arcs), but allowing
arc lengths to dynamically change in size to split traffic between neighboring partitions.

Firstly, the ring is divided into small equally-sized buckets to discretize the range
covered by each arc. Each partition covers an arc of size 1/P of the ring and is re-
sponsible of a disjoint set of adjacent buckets as shown in Figure 1(a). Like the strategy
Baseline DR, the service utilization is reported every Δ units of time to the FS. If the
efficiency2 is less than a predefined threshold T , a load balancing algorithm that consid-
ers each partition utilization is triggered in the FS. The output of the algorithm is a set of
bucket movements between neighboring partitions. This prevents all cache entries from
being invalidated because only a small number of queries change of partition. Namely,
those inside the buckets moved.

The threshold T used in our proposal and the DR strategy defines the maximum
degree of imbalance to be tolerated. When the efficiency is below the threshold T , the
balancing process is triggered.

Our proposal starts with an initial uniform distribution of the buckets as shown in
Figure 1(a). Each partition handles four contiguous buckets. When measuring utilization,
we detect that partition P1 is processing half of the system load. Figure 1(b) shows the
effect of moving one bucket from P1 to P0 and one from P1 to P2 (neighbors of P1).

1 Consistent hashing ring.
2 The efficiency is defined as the average load divided by the maximum load.
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The arc a belongs to P0 and arc b belongs to P2, meaning that P0 and P2 are now in
charge of more queries which decreases the load of P1. An advantage of this strategy
is that only little portions of cache entries are invalidated when buckets are moved.
Namely, those with consistent hashing values falling in the range of the buckets moved
to neighboring partitions.

The method to re-distribute the buckets is a diffusion algorithm and it is based on
the Sender Initiated Diffusion (SID) algorithm presented in [17]. In this algorithm each
overloaded partition distributes excess of load to neighbors with less load. The authors
show that in a system with P partitions and load L unevenly distributed, the algorithm
will eventually converge to load L/P in each partition and also it is stable.

Replicas associated with each partition are handled as follows. When a FS node
selects partition A for query q, we apply a second hash function over the query terms to
select one replica from A. This strategy increases the total number of entries available
for caching different items across the replicas. This increases overall hit ratio but also
node failures are expected to enhance its effects on hit ratio reduction.

To provide fault-tolerance, we use the RADIC framework [14] to efficiently replicate
selected queries. It is based on two components: Protectors and Observers which we
propose to use as follows.

Each partition runs a separate RADIC process. Every δ units of time all Observers
send their checkpoint to the corresponding Protector. If node mi belonging to partition
A fails, all requests to mi are re-directed to its Protector mj allocated in the same parti-
tion. In this case, mj processes its own queries and those originally directed to mi. The
load increment in partition A is not a severe problem due to the balancing algorithm we
apply on the partitions. The imbalance generated by a faulty node mi will be corrected
decreasing the range of partition A. Performance degradation is also controlled as the
most frequent entries of node mi are likely to be already checkpointed in its Protector
mj when the failure takes place, so this node will cover the most important queries.

As said, only the most frequent queries in all nodes mi are protected. Copying all
cache entries to the Protector and doubling the number of entries in each node, is not
feasible. For the purpose of comparison, to be fair to other strategies, we decrease the
available cache entries in each node to make space to hold the checkpoints. From empir-
ical evidence, we conclude that the best distribution in each CS node is 70% of memory
space to hold cache entries and the remaining 30% of space to hold checkpoints.

Note that queries tend to be the same between checkpoints in any particular node,
since the queries selected to be part of the checkpoint are the most accessed of that
node. Hence, instead of forcing the sending of all cache entries to its Protector, only the
modifications are sent to it. To this end, each node can log only modifications: priority
change, entry eviction and item insertion. This decreases communication.

4 Evaluation through Simulation

To simulate the strategies described above, we have modeled and implemented discrete
event simulators that are able to precisely predict a set of metrics. The methodology
to build the simulator is based on the facts that (i) the major operations in our context
are coarse-grained, and (ii) given our architectural design, a request in any of the nodes
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of a specific service takes almost the same amount of resources. The first step is the
identification of the most important operations evolved in query processing (resource
utilization). Then, we profile these operations and insert their costs to a discrete event
simulator. We have previously used and validated this claim in [10]. In conclusion, we
simulate trace-driven events, where the traces are benchmarked from real executions on
a search engine using query logs of commercial WSEs.

We perform the experiments using a one-day real query log from a commercial
search engine (as on April 1st, 2011). The query log comprises 68,019,311 queries.
We configured the WSE as follows: (i) the FS comprises 10 replicas; (ii) the CS has
P = 20 partitions and D = 4 replicas; and (iii) the IS possesses 50 partitions and 20
replicas (in order to simulate a complete inverted file loaded into RAM). Each CS node
has 100,000 entries for cache. The time interval Δ to measure the partition utilization
is 5 minutes and the efficiency threshold T is set to 95%. In our proposal, the service
checkpoint is passed every δ = 10 minutes.

Two of the most important metrics are Average Query Response Time and Hit Ratio
of the CS. The first metric shows how the strategies behave under the occurrence of
failures, while the second indicates the percentage of answers found in cache. We do
not only show the cases of failure, but as well the results without failures for compar-
ison purposes. We start the evaluation with 1, 2 and 3 random failures of CS nodes.
Furthermore, we examine a special case, where 10% of CS nodes fail.

In all experiments, failures occur between x = 640 and x = 800. Note that the
nodes where failures were injected are randomly chosen and are not re-incorporated by
the service. The measurement starts with the first injected failure.

We labeled the curves in the following figures as “Baseline DAC”, which is the
Baseline Amazon Dynamo and Chord, and “Baseline DR”, which stands for Baseline
Dynamic Reallocation.

Figure 2(a) shows the average query response while no failures were triggered. Three
different trends can be clearly identified in steady state (from x = 480): (i) the Baseline
DR strategy shows an average of 98 [ms], (ii) the Baseline DAC shows an average of 95
[ms] and (iii) our approach outperforms both with an average of 83 [ms]. This presents
15.3% and 12.6% better query response time than the Baseline DAC and Baseline DR,
respectively.

Figure 2(c) shows the results in the case that three failures occur. Here, as well as in
Figure 2(b) and (d), it can be observed that the Baseline DR has the worst performance.
The reason of this behavior is that the movements of machines between partitions is a
disproportionate action, which implies that all entries of the moving nodes are lost (they
are not useful for the new partition). The figures reflect the impact. On the other hand,
the Baseline DAC as well as our approach present small variations in performance.

A special case is shown in Figure 2(d), in which 8 nodes are randomly chosen to
stop. This is an extreme case, since 10% of CS nodes are lost. In this case, the be-
havior of Baseline DAC remains almost constant. While it is true that our approach
experiences an increase of 9% (from 85 to 93 [ms]), it still outperforms the Baseline
DAC. Moreover, our approach of dynamic load balancing helps to reduce the average
query time. For this reason, a decrease of query time can be observed towards the end of
Figure 2(d). Considering this metric, we have demonstrated that the proper combination
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Fig. 2. Evaluation of Average Query Response Time: (a) zero, (b) one, (c) three and (d) eight
failures (10%). In cases of failure, they are triggered between x = 640 and x = 800 minutes.

of dynamic load balancing and a methodology to protect valuable information (RADIC)
is important to consider during the design and deployment of caching services. Table 1
summarizes the improvements that we achieved through our approach in all aforemen-
tioned cases.

The Figure 3(a) illustrates the hit ratio considering the different options. The perfor-
mance of Baseline DAC and Baseline DR is similar, having a hit rate between 25% and
30% once the steady state is reached. The optimized utilization of cache entries by our
strategy is another important fact. Using our strategy almost all entries show higher hit
ratio, while information is only replicated for protection purpose. The proactive repli-
cation of queries helps to keep a similar hit rate in case of faults, even in situations
where more than one failure occurs (Figure 3(b), (c) and (d)). Despite the failures, our
proposal outperforms the other strategies in all cases and is in addition just slightly af-
fected. Figure 3(c) shows the same behavior as before (hit ratio improved by 25% on
average compared to Baseline DAC).

Figure 3(d) shows results with greater variation in all cases. This is due to imbalance
issues that emerge when a large number of machines fail. The objective of reaching
(and keeping) a better hit ratio compared to other strategies is accomplished, despite
the high number of failures. See Table 1 for more results.
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Table 1. Percentage of improvements of our Proposal against Baseline DAC and Baseline DR
considering Figure 2 and 3. Values are obtained while the services were in a steady state (after
failures).

Average Query Time Hit Ratio
Baseline DAC Baseline DR Baseline DAC Baseline DR

Zero Failures 12.6% 15.3% 31% 46%
One Failure 8.4% 13.0% 27% 60%

Three Failures 8.4% 16.3% 32% 94%
Eigth Failures 7.2% 12.7% 37% 105%
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Fig. 3. Evaluation of Average Hit Ratio: (a) zero, (b) one, (c) three, and (d) eight failures (10%).
In case of failures, they are triggered between x = 640 and x = 800 minutes.

4.1 Analysis

We have shown that a better organization of resources, by taking proactive actions (pro-
tect important queries) and dynamically balancing load, are important aspects to reach
lower response time and higher hit ratios. We argue that the most important factor to
achieve a high throughput is a suitable load balancing strategy. Nevertheless, perfor-
mance grows even more when cache entries are better administered and the consistency
protocol is avoided. This technique in conjunction with the protection of queries, im-
proves the performance in all aspects as examined above through the average query
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time and hit ratio. Finally, this two techniques help to decrease the impact of failures in
case that an organization is used, which exploits all available memory.

Also, the previous results demonstrated the benefits and limits of our proposal. At
first, our strategy diminishes its performance in case of failures, but the dynamic load
balancing helps to overcome this situation quickly. Moreover, it remains the best strat-
egy. Secondly, the baseline DAC is almost not affected by failures because of the repli-
cation, but at the same time it does not utilize the resources properly, and hence this
strategy does not attain the best results. Finally, there is a trade-off between repli-
cation and performance, and our proposal certainly points in the following direction:
only replicate the most frequent queries and use them in case of failures following the
RADIC approach.

5 RADIC Implementation

This section describes our RADIC [14] implementation and how it works in a real
setting. As we mentioned above, this strategy allows us to integrate the protection of
important queries to be used in case of failures. To test RADIC performance, we have
implemented a C++/MPI prototype of a CS with RADIC. First of all, each processing
node or processor can be seen as a container of entries with a limited capacity that
follows an eviction policy when it is full. Well-known algorithms for this purpose are
LRU, LFU, SDC and PDC [11]. Regardless of the strategy, in all cases important cache
entries can be identified. To decide which is the next entry to be replaced, all algorithms
use a priority queue. Memcached [5] follows the LRU policy by default (other strategies
can be used).

In our service, we designed a priority queue in conjunction with a hash table to
implement a LFU strategy. The choice of the LFU strategy is made to simplify the
selection of the most frequent queries, which are the ones to be protected by RADIC.

Following the WSE architecture, only one node of the Front-End Service is respon-
sible for triggering the checkpoint process (the decision is centralized at the FS side).
Namely, each δ units of time the FS node sends a message to all CS nodes indicating
that they must start the checkpoint process. This process consists of three stages in each
node CSi: (i) CSi gets the most important queries from its memory, which translates
into N pairs <query,answers>; (ii) CSi sends them to its protector node using MPI;
(iii) CSi waits for the checkpoint (N pairs) from the node that it is protecting; and
(iv) CSi stores the received checkpoint in its memory (a separate area of memory). All
these phases do not affect the query processing in the node (we control the concurrent
access to the structures). As we mentioned above, a node only protects a node of its own
partition, in this way the protection on each particion (and their replicas) is independent
of other partitions.

To study the behaviour in case of failures, we did not need a fault-tolerant version
of MPI, because the routing and handling of queries belongs to the FS and only this
service needs to know when a node falls. Failing nodes are selected randomly and, for
the sake of simplicity, we “simulate” a failure sending a MPI message to the failing
nodes (to stop the processing), and then updating the state of active nodes in the FS
(routing tables). Once a failure is detected in the FS, all requests to failing nodes are
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Fig. 4. Real deployments to evaluate overhead with failures: (a) running time of the complete
caching service, and (b) hit ratio of a single partition of the caching service

routed to the protector of them following the RADIC algorithms/tables. As the protector
maintains information regarding the failing nodes (checkpoint), it starts to process the
redirected requests taking into account this information. This helps to preserve the hit
ratio in case of faults.

5.1 RADIC Overheads

An important performance metric in a fault-tolerant system is the overhead imposed
by the protection scheme relative to the same system without a fault tolerance strategy.
Hereinafter, we evaluate the RADIC overheads through an actual implementation run-
ning in our CS service. The implementation is therefor deployed to a cluster of proces-
sors (cluster composed of 20 nodes connected by an InfiniBand switch). To effectively
measure overheads and to therefor achieve a situation in which there are no queries that
cause imbalance, we implemented the baseline approach (namely, the P × D matrix
described in Subsection 3) with the RADIC system running in background.

We ran the complete log described in Section 4 in a caching service with P=5 parti-
tions and D=4 replicas. We measured the time required to finish a set of queries and the
resulting hit ratio (each measurement is a point in the X-axis, and only the first 10,000
points are plotted). Furthermore, we injected two failures in the system (x=1,500 and
x=6,000). After the failures, nodes are re-inserted in the service after 100 y 500 steps,
respectively. Note, that the implementation without RADIC has 100,000 cache entries
per node, while the implementation with RADIC has 95,000 cache entries and 5,000
for checkpoints.

Figure 4(a) shows the time required to finish the queries. The overhead imposed by
RADIC is 1.8% on average, what does not represent a big impact on the service. The
checkpoint takes place approximately every 1,000 steps and only the top 5% of the
most important queries are checkpointed. We optimized the checkpointing process by
processing it through a pipeline: multiple steps are used to send the checkpoint to the
Protector. The overhead and the checkpoints become important when failures occur and
when queries are protected. Figure 4(b) displays the results in terms of average hit ratio
inside a partition when failures occur in the same partition (D=4). It is clear that the hit
ratio is less affected by failures since the implementation of RADIC allows to continue
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the operation using the checkpointed query results in the Protector of the failing node.
The average hit ratio of the partition using RADIC is 47.2% and 46% without RADIC
(an increase of 2.6% in the presence of failures). We would like to remark that the results
of this section were obtained with the same baseline strategy, which was extended with
RADIC to expose its inherent overheads relative to the same strategy operating without
RADIC.

Figure 5(a) shows results obtained with actual implementations of the consistency
protocols. We ran these experiments in a cluster of processors connected by a commod-
ity switch, taking care that each replica is allocated to a different processing node so
that communication among processors takes place through the communication network.
The purpose of these experiments is to evaluate the effects of extra communication re-
quired to keep consistency across the replicas of each partition at running time. The
curve labeled “nothing” is the best that a protocol can do as in this case no communi-
cation bandwidth is used to replicate cache entries. They just arrive to a target replica
and a search in the cache is executed. Here it is not relevant whether there is a cache hit
for any query or not. Note that each replica is assumed to receive the same number of
queries. This implies that as the number of replicas grows, more queries are processed
in total. The remaining curves are showing the results of RADIC and the optimistic
protocol for cases in which the consistency protocol is executed each 1 and 10 minutes.
In both cases, the RADIC protocol outperforms the optimistic one. For 10 minute inter-
vals the RADIC protocol achieves a performance quite similar to the optimal case. The
overhead in terms of memory consumed by checkpoints is negligible because hit rate is
not affected significantly keeping constant the total number of cache entries.

6 Conclusions

We conclude by referring to Figure 5(b) which shows that queries tend to produce sig-
nificant imbalance when no strategy is used to load balance the amount of queries that
receive each CS node.

We have shown that load balancing and protection of queries can help to improve
the performance of WSEs. On the one hand, we use a load balancing algorithm to
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cope with user query variations and faulty nodes, this is a reactive action. Then, we
move forward proposing the application of RADIC methodology to protect valuable
information, which is a proactive action.

The objective of this paper was twofold: (i) analyze the resilience of our proposal,
and (ii) analyze the performance and usefulness of RADIC framework. In section 4, the
experimental results show that our proposal outperforms the commonly used baseline
alternatives by a wide margin as shown in Figure 2 and 3 ((a) no failures; (b), (c), (d)
with failures). This is because our proposal is able to significantly reduce the imbalance
shown in Figure 5(b). Notice that our proposal can be easily extended to clusters with
heterogeneous nodes since load balance is made considering only the utilization of
processors, which can be determined by performing benchmarks on individual nodes
and stablishing a relationship between incomming query traffic and utilization.

Finally, in section 5 we evidence that our RADIC implementation imposes a very low
overhead to the query processing tasks, which shows its competitiveness and usefulness
in the context of caching services. To the best of our knowledge, there are no previous
works that addresses the protection of queries.
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